FP Mailing Solutions Launches MailOne IMI Software Solution

*FP introduces new MailOne IMI software solution that redefines the way customers ship packages*

Addison, IL (PRWEB) September 18, 2017 -- Today FP Mailing Solutions announces the newest MailOne software solution, a fully-integrated mailing, shipping and mail-accounting software solution that simplifies the way customers mail, manage and report on postal usage and expenditures. With MailOne, business can simplify the way their mailroom ships packages, records and reports expenditures and improves workflow and compliance. MailOne is the perfect complement to any business looking to eliminate manual reporting, error-prone spreadsheet and high shipping costs.

USPS® Shipping
MailOne™ is the premier USPS® package shipping solution on the market today. The easy-to-use features make shipping easy, reduces costs and improves delivery efficiency. MailOne offers USPS® rate shopping to find the best shipping method and provides additional savings through USPS® Commercial Base Pricing.

Mail Accounting
MailOne™ processes, records and saves all mail expenditure details in real-time. Customers can easily create reports in detail for quick analysis. MailOne eases the process of creating budgets and adding surcharges using unlimited cost accounting.

Certified Mail
The MailOne™ Certified Mail Manager improves workflow, ensures compliance, mitigates risk and reduces costs. FP provides a 360 degree dashboard of mail status visibility and simplifies record keeping management.

MailOne is the perfect companion for FP’s PostBase mailing system line, interfacing directly with the system for interchangeable control and operation.

“MailOne is the only software solution that manages both mailing and shipping accounts using the postage meter, eliminating the need for separate mailing and shipping accounts,” said Carl Amacker, CEO of FP Mailing Solutions. “MailOne is a great example of FP’s diligence in creating a simplified mailroom.”

MailOne is a scalable solution that fosters efficiency within the mailroom and brings postage savings to new heights. The MailOne software is the ideal solution for any business, vertical market or small office that mails or ships packages.

“MailOne redefines the way businesses mail and ship packages by offering insight into postal expenditures and optimizing shipping while controlling the costs,” said Mark Evanoff, National Product Manager of Mailing Solutions.

MailOne is available at any local Authorized FP Dealer.

ABOUT FP MAILING SOLUTIONS
FP Mailing Solutions is a subsidiary of the worldwide acting and listed company FP. FP revolutionized
mailroom technology with the introduction of the first digital meter. Today FP is one of the leading postage meter, folder inserter, address management and mail stream solutions provider offering a wide range of mail center products and services designed to create seamless mailing solutions. The company is plugged into over 230,000 mailrooms worldwide, and is the fastest growing mail machines and systems vendor in the U.S. FP believes in providing all of their customer’s mailability and quality mailing experiences with minimal error. To learn more about FP Mailing Solutions, visit www.fp-usa.com.
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Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release [here](http://www.prweb.com/prweb).